


I hope that the Government proceeds with its proposals for a naonal set of development management 
policies to replace the policies that are repeated with slight variaons in every authority’s individual local 
plan – but only for policies where there is genuinely no legimate room for local variaon.

I hope that the Government publishes its NPPF prospectus without further delay, including a renewed 
commitment to its annual 300,000 new homes delivery target, and publishes its updated methodology for 
determining local housing need to apporon those numbers raonally, and without the opportunity for 
prolonged debate and policking, amongst England’s 309 district/borough councils and unitary authories.prolonged debate and policking, amongst England’s 309 district/borough councils and unitary authories.

I hope that the Government renews its exhortaon to authories to have up to date local plans, with 
consequences for those which do not, and I hope that there is a proper review of the connuing role for the 
green belt, given that this socially regressive policy is the root cause behind most local plan delays.

I hope that the government examines again whether its proposals for an infrastructure levy will actually work 
and will not make a bad problem worse when it comes to delivery of affordable housing and indeed having a 
predictable, workable system of development taxaon.

I hope that the government does what it can to improve the system without recourse to legislaon – of course I hope that the government does what it can to improve the system without recourse to legislaon – of course 
more resources for local authories would help but probably more than just money is required to encourage 
a less cauous culture – perhaps an equivalent review of processes as Bridget Rosewell successfully carried 
out in relaon to the planning appeal inquiry system.

What do I fear?

I fear further delays and uncertainty being caused by a new inexperienced team at the ministry (whether or 
not it retains “levelling up” in its name).

I fear the consequences of what will effecvely be a new government, trailing in the polls less than two years I fear the consequences of what will effecvely be a new government, trailing in the polls less than two years 
from a general elecon and therefore with one short-term objecve in mind: re-elecon. Populism in 
planning means policies which please prospecve voters by reassuring them that there will not be 
development near them. I also fear that in a me of severe economic pressure, local authories and 
developers alike will be hit hard, regardless of the wider implicaons.

I fear that the climate emergency will be low down the agenda with, potenally, an increasingly negave 
environment for solar farms, a connuaon of the current opposion to onshore wind and possibly 
encouragement again for fracking as well as short-term decisions in relaon to coal and gas.encouragement again for fracking as well as short-term decisions in relaon to coal and gas.

I do fear that short-term polics will frustrate yet again any noon of the long-term planning that this country 
needs. But in the meanme, let’s hope – and act – for the best.

Simon Rickes
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